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Pro.Q: How to install Ubuntu with manual partitioning on UEFI-enabled hard drive I have recently purchased a new computer
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Ubuntu 15.04 DVD and booted from it. I let it install the system. Everything went ok, but at the end it asked me to choose

among several options: continue setup and partitioning automatically, guess partition and mount points automatically, ask me
questions and partition manually I picked the last option, and it asks me for the language and keyboard. Then when I chose
"Install now", the installer stops working. It throws no errors, but it just doesn't do anything. It looks like it's waiting for a

keypress... Is there any way to install Ubuntu with manual partitioning on UEFI-enabled hard drive? A: Ubuntu 15.04 is EFI and
UEFI compatible out of the box, I don't see anything wrong with your installation. If you get an error during the installation, and
if you can't find a solution to your problem on the Ubuntu community help pages, you can post the error and then someone may

help you out.
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average field line [@cameron11]. The images in figure \[fig\_latlong\] are made with only the northern component. The
magnetic field increases from the corona to the plane-of-sky (figure \[fig\_latlong\]). Assuming a constant value for the

latitudinal component, the magnetic field is located at lower heights for high latitude than for low latitude. Figure
\[fig\_surface\] shows the magnetic field at the surface as a function of position. The black dashed lines show the surface in the
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plane-of-sky for a north-south aligned dipole. The mean magnetic field is also shown (red dashed line) as well as the regions
where the area density is $10^{15}$ Mx/cm$^2$ (shaded in grey). The vertical magnetic field decreases with height, because of

the increasing electric current along the magnetic field lines. The magnetic field in the plane of the sky does not change for
heights larger than $\sim 2\times 10^3$ km. As shown in figure \[fig\_latlong\] the magnetic field of a dipole located at the

poles can be approximated by $B=B_0 \sin^ 3e33713323
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